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Mandate

The Banking Association South Africa (BASA) represents the interests of its members
with regulators, legislators and stakeholders, to make banking sustainable, profitable
and better able to contribute to the social and economic development and transformation
of the country. Its members include commercial, mutual and international banks
licensed to operate in South Africa.

As an industry association, BASA:
• Consults its members on industry responses to proposed regulation, legislation and 

social issues.

• Does not intervene in the business and operations of individual members. 
o Banks account directly to their regulators. BASA is not a regulator.

• Refers consumer complaints to the independent Ombudsman for Banking Services.
• Subscribes to the Code of Good Banking Practice



• Prudential Division: represents South African 
banks to the local and international authorities who 
regulate the industry.

• Market Conduct Division: represents the banking 
industry regarding legislation and regulation that 
affects their customers.

• Financial Inclusion Division: promotes access to 
– and the use of – affordable, quality and 
appropriate financial services and products.

• Payments Division: contributes to the efficient 
management and development of the National 
Payments System.

Divisions



Savings
Banks are custodians of the salaries and savings of South African workers, 
companies, professionals and the public sector. 
Banks are trusted by depositors to pay their money on demand. 

Banks hold R5.9-trillion 
of other people’s money Deposits

73%
Other borrowings

4%

Bonds
7%

Other liabilities
8%

Shareholder 
capital

8%

R4.2-trillion

Source: SA Reserve Bank

Sources of funding



Payments
Every payment of a salary, bank transfer or use of a card in a store is 
seamlessly handled by banks and payments infrastructure. 

R110 trillion a year - 30 times GDP - is settled through the various payment 

clearing houses and operators.

Bankserv Africa, the local operator - processes R895 billion monthly in more than 

100 million individual transactions at an average of R20 million a minute.

(Source: Bankserv)

In the year to March 2019, banks reported:

• 175,580 suspicious transactions to the Financial Intelligence Centre

• 4.4 million transactions that breached cash deposit thresholds

(Source: Financial Intelligence Centre)



Regulation
Banks work with regulators, primarily the South Africa Reserve Bank, to ensure
the financial stability of the country and to protect savings.

Under the ‘Twin Peaks’ framework, the Prudential Authority, Financial Sector
Conduct Authority, along with the National Credit Regulator, are among those
that regulate the business and conduct of banks.

South Africa meets international standards, which is essential to interact with the
global financial system and raise funds in the rest of the world.



Financing Economic Growth

Loans Investment Expansion Jobs Tax

• Borrowing by clients expands output and generates a return, which stimulates
economic growth.

• Banks must ensure that credit is repaid to protect clients’ savings and enable
further lending.

• If businesses are not growing and do not need finance, banks cannot lend.



Financing Economic Growth

Banks invest funds into loans and other assets:

Central bank money and 
gold 3%

Loans
71%

Government 
bonds

9%

Private sector 
bonds

2%

Equities
1%

Treasury Bills
5%

Other assets

Total assets (R5.9-trillion)

Mortgages
33%

Overdrafts, loans and 
advances (including to 

companies) 32%

Other loans
19%

Instalments 
and leases

10%

Credit cards
3%

Credit impairments
-3%

Total loans (R4.2-trillion)

Source: Reserve Bank



Earnings
Banks generate profits, which add to their capital, enabling increased lending.
In 2018, banks generated total profit of R88.7-billion.
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Banks retained 46%, or R41bn of their profits, as 
capital to finance growth. 

54% of profits, or R48bn, was paid to 
shareholders, including pension funds, foreign 

investors, insurance companies and BEE schemes.

Total profit (Rbn)



Jobs and Taxes
Financial services makes up 22% of GDP

Pays 31% of all corporate tax (R202 billion in 2016)
The six largest banks employ 190 000 people, despite the increasing introduction of technology
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Transformation
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In 2017 banks spent:
• R21 billion on procurement from black-controlled 

businesses, up from R16 billion in 2016

• R15 billion on small business, up from R14 billion 

• R25 billion on finance for black SMEs

• R2.4 billion for black farmers

• R53 billion on affordable housing

Banks are transforming their workforces: 

• 85% of junior management are black

• 63% of middle management are black

• 39% of senior management are black

Source: Based on Financial Sector Charter calculation methodology
Black ownership of banks dropped as empowerment deals vested and
Black investors existed the industry.
Research agency Intellidex estimates bank empowerment deals
generated R57 billion net value for their beneficiaries.
Bank financing of their own empowerment deals reduces their capacity
to finance investment in the economy and other empowerment schemes.



Credit
South African banks offer greater access to credit than comparable markets. 
The credit market relies on the rule of law and property rights.
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Competition

New entrants are increasing choice, driving down fees and improving services
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Challenges and Opportunities
Market Conduct
Sales in execution • A last resort

• Banking is underpinned by ability to recover loans
• Multiple claims on sales, including local government

Banking infrastructure • 14.6 million social grant transactions were processed, at cost
• Support for students and education
• Unclaimed benefits

Land reform • Banks support sustainable land reform to correct past injustices
• Property rights need to be secured
• Effective implementation of land policies

Responsible financing • UN Sustainable Development Goals
• Banks favour a just energy transition
• International financing agreements

Payments

Debit order abuse • ‘Debicheck’
• Gives great control of debit orders to customers



Challenges and Opportunities
Prudential

State owned enterprises • Well-governed and sustainable businesses
• Investments needs to be secure with a reasonable return

State owned bank • Depositors money must be protected by regulation
• Development Finance Institution

Ownership of SARB • Constitutionally guaranteed independence of the SARB

Fourth Industrial Revolution • Expands financial inclusion and access to services
• Reducing costs
• Better credit risk models
• Re-skilling requirements
• Fintech regulation



Conclusion
Within the next 4 years we must:
• Achieve higher sustainable and inclusive economic growth
• Maintain the integrity of the banking system in the interest of all South Africans
• Create policy certainty and implementation by an effective public service

To achieve this we need:
• Quality legislation informed by credible socio-economic impact assessments 
• Pragmatic solutions that mitigate the unintended consequences of legislation
• Robust and responsive engagement between the banking industry and the Legislature
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